
The 
Questers



The problem: we were set a 
series of clues which took us 
on a QUEST which led us to 
a very important person. The 
messenger told us a very 
interesting story.. he told us 
about an ENCHANTED 
LIBRARY that held all the 
stories of the world. If a story 
is not in the library... it simply 
does not exist. We were told 
of an old man: 'the Keeper of 
the Keys' who was ready to 
hand these keys on. We 
must find the missing pieces 
of the puzzle to lead us to 
these precious keys BEFORE 
Artificial Intelligence (the 
biggest threat to the library) 
finds them first. We 
became... THE QUESTERS!

The Problem



Forest Quest One
We followed a trail through the forest which led us to a series of precious things. We found a staff, bow and 
arrow, golden ring and sword. To be able to take these precious things home we had to complete different 
challenges. We built bridges over a rushing river, led our team around an obstacle course blind folded and 
crossed a river using a rope bridge. After completing all challenges successfully (and discovering we were about 
to step into the Lord of the Rings) we received our first letter from the 'Keeper of the Keys'. We were given a 
series of challenges that we were asked to complete over the next fortnight.



Our challenge was a riddle - we 
soon realised it was about a 
river and in order to complete 
the challenge, our river research 
and learning had to begin...

All of our challenges 
and messages were 
hidden in The Issues 
and Returns book



The Water Cycle: we learnt about how water evaporates with the heat of the sun and turns into condensation. 
As the water builds up in the cloud it becomes precipitation when it falls back to the ground. Water runs off 
mountains and hills along with the rainfall and is collected in rivers and lakes, ready to be evaporated again. 
After learning this we had a challenge... we were asked to use dance to cement our new understanding of the 
water cycle.

Exploring rivers and mountains is key if you want to get a real understanding for the land trekked in 'The Lord 
of the Rings'. We looked at a range of different features in rivers and then built models to showcase what we 
learnt. We used our DT skills, new found river feature knowledge and team work to create these brilliant 
models. 



Writing Quest
We used 'Authors as Mentors' in order to achieve this challenge.   
Years 3 and 4 looked at how ‘Tolkien’ had introduced the reader to 
his characters and Year 5 studied setting descriptions from The 
Hobbit.  Using a combination of film, pictures and drama, every 
child draft, edited, improved and published their writing.  Years 3 
and 4 created new incredibly 'naughty' hobbits using backstories to 
build the richness of their characters whilst Year 5 described two 
contrasting armies using specific vocabulary and imagery to create 
a chosen atmosphere.



Flooding, Erosion and Deposition: we built our own rivers after learning about flooding to watch the effects of 
a huge amount of water falling in a short space of time. 

Rivers of the World: we had to find a variety of information about eight different rivers of the world. We learnt 
about rivers ranging from the Amazon to the Murray. When we had found the right river we were able to scan 
a QR code which was linked to a couple of words. This added up to a secret message revealing a future 
challenge - the river crossing challenge. 



River Crossing 
Challenge

We were given the challenge of first creating a 
river and then crossing the river. We had to 
use our communication and team work skills 
to divide the different parts of the river and 
build a levee, source, delta, oxbow lake and 
meander. We then had to problem solve to 
figure out how to cross the river on a number 
of chairs. The real challenge? There was one 
less chair than people - this was tough! 



The first piece of the puzzle

We managed to complete all challenges over the past two weeks and received all rings needed to hand into 'the Messenger' 
at our next meeting. We also managed to publish our amazing character and setting descriptions! We were feeling fantastic! 
However, the night before our meeting Artificial Intelligence stole our box of writing right from under our noses! 

After completing another character and setting description, our amazing box of writing was found dumped at the Common! 
We were ecstatic and were able to receive the first piece of the puzzle from the Messenger. 5 pieces to go... 



Forest Quest Two
Wow what a fantastic team of Questers! We began our quest by breaking into two teams - the trail setters 
(finders) and the the seekers. Deep into the forest we found a series of challenges set and luckily were very 
successful! After climbing pyramids, using team work to flip 'magic carpets' and stopping the River Nile from 
flowing we managed to gain all the new clues and discovered our next quest setting. After finding a vase, a set 
of bandages, a crown and scroll with hieroglyphs we learnt we were stepping into the Ancient Egyptian Era! 




